Tango has partnered with Crestron to deliver integrated digital technology to meet the needs of the evolving hybrid workplace.

**Crestron’s Desk Touch Seamlessly Integrates with Tango Reserve**
- Color-coded interface to quickly and intuitively see availability
- QR Code for easy check-in and hotdesking a new reservation
- Touchscreen panel to interact with the device
- Sits on a desk, or mounts on a wall, glass, or cubicle
- Power over Ethernet (PoE) or DC power
- Data transmitted via a customer’s designated Wi-Fi network or PoE
- 3.5” LCD display
- TAA-compliant

**Collaboration, Visibility, and Productivity for the Workforce**
Employees are more likely to come into the office when they know when their colleagues are coming in, where they will be sitting, and when they can select their own seat that will be most productive and comfortable.
- Reserve + Desk Touch provides team visibility, encourages collaboration, and creates a more engaging flexible workplace
- Reserve + Desk Touch makes it easy to check-in, see upcoming availability, or book a reservation on the spot using a QR Code
- Desk Touch also has a lighter companion product, Desk Q, that will be integrated approximately Q4 2023 / Q1 2024

**Optimize Your Workplace**
- Desk Touch encourages reservation booking and check-in
- Booking and check-in activity helps organizations capture valuable occupancy information which can save millions of dollars a year by eliminating underutilized space and supporting strategic workplace and real estate decisions

Learn more [here](#), email [sales-agilquest@tangoanalytics.com](mailto:sales-agilquest@tangoanalytics.com) or your Customer Success Manager, or [request a demo today](#).